Nubian Toponyms in Medieval Nubian Sources
Richard Holton Pierce Place names are meaningful. In discourse, they function as lexical pointers to extra-linguistic entities and in context can call to mind or even bring into being conceptual landscapes. In itself the etymology of a toponym may tell something about the place it refers to: what sort of place it is (green, arid) , what happens there (bordel or house of prayer), or who named it (Nubian or Meroite).
The same is to be expected of toponyms in Old Nubian, but with the strong limitation that they are removed from whatever oral social context once gave rise to them and are only found embalmed in written sources.
The earliest systematic modern effort to record Nubian place names as a cultural phenomenon was carried out in the context of an expedition sponsored by the Vienna Academy of Sciences to rescue the heritage embodied in the Nubian language and threatened by the rising waters behind the Aswan Low Dam (1898 Dam ( -1902 . Between November 5 and December 16, 1911, Heinrich Schäfer, Hermann Junker, and Samuel Ali Hiseen sailed along the Nile between Aswan and the Sudanese border, carefully recording a broadly conceived set of toponyms (including, i.a., names of mountains, wadis, islands, saqias, and sheikhs' tombs) and correcting preexisting maps.
1 This team was especially well qualified for the task. Both Schäfer and Junker had spent several years studying modern Nubian. Schäfer had participated in the discovery, initial interpretation and publication of the first known Old Nubian texts in 1906 and had cooperated with Samuel Ali Hiseen in the translation of the New Testament passages in those texts into modern Nubian for comparison. 2 In 1908, Junker and Schäfer had begun group study with Samuel in which they wrote down at his dictation his Nubian translation of the Beirut edition of 3 For five weeks before the rescue expedition in 1911, Samuel was Schäfer's guest at his home in Berlin where they revised a translation of the four gospels. In the course of their acquaintance, the three had developed procedures for writing down spoken Kenzi Nubian that were used during the 1912 expedition. 4 As a source for comparative data, their work retains its toponymic value. As a historical document, it is a concrete example of an intimate scholarly commitment and cooperation in the service of cultural preservation that parallels the work of Professor Herman Bell. 5 The dataset of Old Nubian place names presently available for toponymic analysis is the result of nearly two centuries of diachronic studies of toponyms in the Nile Valley and adjoining regions. It is, by comparison with other sets compiled for similar purposes, modest, and its items thinly and unevenly distributed temporally and geographically. Moreover, the balance of its sources is heavily tipped in favor of church and state administration, while place names reflecting the concerns of commerce, agriculture, and defense are less discernible.
Emphasis has been on Egypt but has included Nubia insofar as it lay within the Egyptian sphere of interest. This research has had to cope with a timespan of five millennia and four written languages and their variants, each with its own distinct graphic and phonemic system. A chain of evidence may link written sources in hieroglyphic, demotic, or Coptic Egyptian to hieroglyphic or cursive Meroitic, to others in Arabic, and then connect with current research on the Nubian group of North-East Sudanic languages. In this, philology must work hand in hand with historical linguistics.
The following remarks focus on a subset of place names which appear to be specifically Nubian in form and not to be loans from Greek or Arabic sources. A list of those names -largely garnered from the Database of Medieval Nubian Texts (DBMnT) 6 and the Qasr Ibrim publications -is appended below.
Only a few Old Nubian place names presently have plausible etymologies. This may be largely because the number of words currently found in the Old Nubian lexicon is not rich in terms likely to be used when creating a toponym (e.g., plant names and features of landscape, and ancient geographical status terms) 7 , but also because there is probably still something to be learned about structure and phonology of word formation in Old Nubian. Hagen's approach to smaller localities in lists of church properties is instructive both as regards procedure (trawl the dictionary to find a translation) and results (modest but interesting). 8 Moreover, an Old Nubian toponym might survive into current use, but how would one recognize it? A search of published gazetteers might yield some candidates, but such sources are not unbiased phonological guides. Roughly five centuries of language history would separate Old Nubian toponyms from potential modern descendants, and the phonological values of seemingly similar orthographies may be deceptive.
A case in point is Bell and Hashim's study of the toponym of the archaeological site Kawa.
9 Their meticulous consultation of local informants reveals how different the published name is from the actual usage of native speakers of the local Dongolawi language (Kówwa). To reconstruct an Old Nubian antecedent for Kówwa would require a phonological retrofit to bridge whatever change might have taken place, and rules for such procedures risk being founded on controversial inferences about the values of signs in successive scripts.
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A further example is furnished by the name of Edfu (Idfū) in Egypt. The town lies some 100 km north of Aswān, the traditional ethnic and sometime political boundary between Ancient Egypt and Nubia. The ancient Egyptian name, in transliteration, was ḏb3w (Djebaw), which is attested since the Middle Kingdom. In the Kenuzi language of modern Nubian Edfu is called dib, "temple, stronghold, palace, fortress," 11 the Old Nubian etymology for which is dipp (ⲇⲡ̄ⲡⲓ, "town, city" 12 ). Hofmann also records that one of the modern names for Aswān was also dib.
13 Schlott-Schwab had raised the possibility that in prehistoric times Egypt's political and perhaps also its linguistic Nubian border may have lain somewhat north of Edfu.
14 On this basis Peust suggests that a Nubian etymology for Edfu is not unthinkable. 15 Then we have two places called dib, about 100 km apart, which is not so unusual if they lay in different administrative districts, but as dib/dipp is descriptive in meaning, it might be local parlance for a prominent landmark, "the fort," rather than its name.
Communities, languages, and places are often closely bound together. Where oral communication is possible, claims about aboriginal inhabitants and homelands can be investigated in detail, and where surviving written records include toponyms, these may be Many of today's Nubians still inhabit a stretch of the Nile Valley once thought occupied by Kushites and Meroites, and this area is still regarded as the Nubian homeland. Rilly has promoted a well-received theory according to which the Meroitic language, first committed to writing in the third century Bce, was probably the main language spoken in that region from the time of the Kingdom of Kerma (2500-1500 Bce) until superseded by Nubian, presumably in the early Middle Ages. 16 Rilly sketched out his view of Meroitic chronology in three stages: Proto-(2200(?)-1000 Bce), Old (1000-500 Bce), Middle Meroitic (500 Bce-50 ce), and Neo-Meroitic (50-500 ce).
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Throughout much of that long period Pharaonic Egyptians were politically and presumably also culturally dominant, and manifestly left their mark on the landscape and presumably on its toponyms as well. If, as Rilly also maintains, Meroitic and Nubian have a common origin, they must have gone their separate ways long ago indeed for their written states to exhibit so little similarity in details as they do.
It would appear that when Nubians took control of their new homeland, they defined its map in their own terms. Mutatis mutandis, one might agree with Millet that the search for Meroitic cognates for Nubian toponyms, tempting though it may be, is after all only a last and desperate resort. 18 The best hope for progress in the study of Old Nubian toponyms probably lies in their future (i.e., living Nubian dialects) rather than in their past.
So how many Old Nubian names are descended from Meroitic or Egyptian ancestors but whose meanings have been forgotten, altered by language change or reinterpreted so as to accommodate cultural change in an altered environment? How many have descendants whose ancestries are obscured by similar processes?
To respond to these questions, it is necessary to establish the parameters of comparison, which requires determining standard and variant reference forms both for the ancient written toponyms and for modern written and spoken ones. The former is basically the task of paleography, the latter involves the complex process of gaining insight into the perceptions of living informants already referred to above in connection with the place name Kawa. 19 This brings this discussion back to the database of Old Nubian toponyms.
Should it be built up as an independent entity or integrated into already existing databases. Many Old Nubian toponyms are already in the DBMnT, and the Trismegistos database of places related to the ancient world also contains a number of Nubian sites under the rubric Aethiopia (without explicitly documenting any Old Nubian toponyms). 20 To extract toponymic data for specific purposes from these databases is, however, cumbersome, and would require writing additional search routines to be readily accessible. If the database stands on its own, then it might be useful to have the cells tabulated in a way that made it possible to produce matrices ready for statistical study (e.g., cluster or correspondence analysis).
For the moment, however, research into Old Nubian toponymy seems to offer only a modest harvest of uncertain results wrested from insufficient sources. 
